Subject: Admission of Foreign Nationals/ Non-Resident Indians (NRI) / NRI-Sponsored Candidates

**MNLU Mumbai** offers supernumerary seats to candidates belonging to foreign nationals / Non residents Indians / NRI Sponsored categories. This is over and above regular seats to be filled up through CLAT. The seats have already been notified in CLAT Brochure 2016.

In order to regulate the admission process properly under this category, following procedure shall be adopted:

1. Admission of this category of applicants will be conducted separately by the MNLU Mumbai Admission Office.

2. Maximum of ten (10) & two (2) students will be admitted under these categories in addition to 50 (fifty) and 10 (ten) seats to be filled through CLAT for B.A., LL.B (Hons.) & LL.M respectively. The University reserves the right not to admit or only partially admit students under this category.

3. Eligibility conditions
   
   (I) Educational Qualifications  
   As per CLAT 2016.

   (II) Category

   (a) Foreign Nationals: An applicant shall be considered as foreign national on satisfying the following conditions:-

      (i) Possesses valid foreign passport.

      (ii) Possesses valid visa issued by a competent authority of the Indian Government certifying the reasons of his / her stay in the country.

      (iii) Able to read, write, communicate and receive all educational instructions in English.

   (b) Non-Resident Indian (NRI): The term “Non –Resident Indian” shall be construed at par with that in the Income Tax Laws of India. However, notwithstanding any amendment in such laws, all rights, obligations and duties flowing from the law and subsisting at the time of submission of application shall be respected and mandated till finalization of the programme applied for and admitted to.

   (c) NRI Sponsored Candidate: The term “NRI Sponsored Candidate “ refers to an applicant who has received sponsorship of financial support for undergoing the proposed course of study from a relative or friend who is an NRI as defined in clause (b) above for the entire duration of the programme.
(III) All candidates desirous to be considered under this category must have appeared in CLAT 2016 and apply with valid CLAT score. Provided that candidates belonging to Foreign National category may be exempt from appearing in CLAT.

4. Application Procedure
(i) Applications for consideration under foreign nationals / Non residents Indians / NRI Sponsored categories shall be received in prescribed form (to be uploaded on the MNLU Mumbai website). Application with complete documentation will only be considered.

(ii) An application fee of US $ 100 / Rs. 5,000 shall be payable favouring Maharashtra National Law University Mumbai.

(iii) Applications complete in all respects may be submitted via e-Mail at admission2016@mnlumumbai.edu.in or sent by post to the Registrar, Maharashtra National Law University Mumbai, Post Box. No. 8338, Deonar, Mumbai – 400088 so as to reach within stipulated date.

(iv) All accompanying documents must be self-attested and scanned as attachment to the application.

5. Documents to be attached with application form
(i) Foreign Nationals
   (a) Marks sheet / transcript of XII class / Pre – University
   (b) Marks sheet / transcript of Bachelors degree in Law (in case of LL.M)
   (c) Copy of Valid Passport & Visa.

(ii) Non-Resident Indians
   (a) Marks sheet of XII class
   (b) Marks sheet of Bachelors degree in Law (in case of LL.M)
   (c) Copy of CLAT 2016 Score Card.
   (d) Copy of the Passport of parent working abroad.
   (e) Translated copy of foreign work permit / licence to work of parent.
   (f) Copy of residence permit of parent in a foreign country
   (g) Valid NRI status certificate issued by competent authority

(iii) NRI Sponsored
   a. Marks sheet of XII class
   b. Marks sheet of Bachelors degree in Law (in case of LL.M)
   c. Copy of CLAT 2016 Score card
   d. Copy of the Passport of Sponsor working abroad.
   e. Translated copy of foreign work permit / licence to work of sponsor
   f. Copy of residence permit of sponsor.
   g. Valid NRI status certificate of sponsor issued by competent authority
   h. Undertaking of the sponsor for financial support for entire duration of the course.
Note: All attachments to be self-attested.

6. Admission Procedure
(i) Candidates fulfilling all eligibility conditions and making application complete with all documentation shall be considered for admission under this category.
(ii) All applicants including foreign nationals will be interviewed by a Selection panel appointed by the Vice-Chancellor.
(iii) Offer of admission under the categories shall be in accordance with the merit list prepared by the Admission Committee.

(iv) Fee
A student joining under these categories will pay Tuition Fees as under:
B.A., LL.B (Hons.) $ 15000 per annum or INR equivalent
LL.M $ 9000 per annum or INR equivalent
Other fees and deposits applicable to other categories of students shall be paid only in Indian Rupees.

(v) General Conditions
1) A candidate who joined against a supernumerary seat and is subsequently allotted seat in any NLU through up-gradation of CLAT rankings shall be permitted to withdraw if
   (a) The candidate joins one of the NLUs as a regular student.
   (b) Written application for withdrawal is received before commencement of classes for the programme in MNLU Mumbai.
2) All fees are payable in full at the time of admission or on notified dates.
3) Tuition Fee shall be paid either in US $ or in INR equivalent to US $ through any of the modes and procedures acceptable by authorised bank of the University.
4) In case a candidate admitted under the supernumerary category cancels his / her admission within one week of admission and before commencement of classes, 100% of the refundable deposits and 80% of the fees etc. paid will be refunded in Indian Rupees.
5) Fees notified in the prospectus of respective years are only for one academic year. All fees and charges are subject to revision of the Executive Council.
6) All seats will be open. Other things remaining equal, preference will be given to women and specially abled persons.